1 What each section means on your dashboard

We designed this guide to describe to you what each portion of the account screen is:

Takes you to your dashboard

Takes you to the course catalog to find and register for courses

Lets you nominate someone else from your department for courses

Not functional at this time

Lets you withdraw from an approved course/Learning Path

Lets you print transcript of all closed courses

Lets you edit your account details as shown in 1A
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These are your courses you are enrolled and approved for:

**ACTIVE COURSES**

*Figure 2*

These are the courses you have completed

**COMPLETED COURSES**

*Figure 3*
These are the learning paths you are enrolled in
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These are the courses that you have registered for but are pending approval
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These are the learning paths that you have registered for but are pending approval

![Pending Learning Path]
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These are the enrollment statuses of all your courses

![Enrollment Status]

Figure 7
These is your course activity for completed courses
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This is your attendance for all classes marked as completed
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